Consider the complex nonlinear differential equation ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) where ( ) ( ) are complex coefficients, and ( ) be a complex function performs nonhomogeneous term of given equation.
Introduction
Consider a second order of complex nonlinear differential equation ( ) ( ) ( ) ……………………. (1) where ( ) ( ) are complex coefficients, and ( ) be a complex function performs nonhomogeneous term of given equation. Let be a close-to -convex function defined on the simply connected domain onto unit disk conformally, so there exist starlike function ( ) satisfies the condition . / for more convenience we can suppose that ( ) that is to say; is a starlike function satisfies the condition . / instead of .
In this paper, we consider a proper solution ( ) which generated through the close -to-convex function itself such that, 
Definition ( Maximum Modulus).[6]
The modulus of a function analytic in a domain , does not have weak local maximum in unless f is constant. If is an analytic in a bounded domain and continuous in the closure, then | ( )| must have maximum value on the boundary .
Theorem ( Distortion Theorem ).[6]
For each in the class of univalent function defined on unit disk ,
For each equality works if and only if satisfies rotation of the koebe function ( ) ( )

Theorem ( Prawitz's theorem). [6],[8].
If ( ) belongs to the class of univalent functions , so that , then for , ( ) ∫ ( ) ,
Problem Statement
In this section, we study the solution behaviour ( ) for a second order complex nonlinear differential equation (2) by letting ( ) ( ) ( ) as follows: 1.
Examine the mean square solution ( ) of given equation (2) belongs to Hardy space ( ) through the harmonicity property for the real part of the solution ( ( )) ( ) . (2) depending on a fact that the theory of conformal maps considers as an identically relation between the boundaries of the image and of the pre-image . 3. Show that, the solution ( )of given rquation (2) can to be bounded if its coefficients are bounded.
Main Theorems
Theorem (2.1). If the solution ( )
of equation (2) As known that, ( ) is a starlike function , so its having a positive real part, that is ;
. /
Hence, we obtain ( ) ( ) Obviously, is an analytic function on with ( ) . As a result , ( ) is a positive harmonic function that can be formulated by Poisson integral with an unique positive unit measure ( ) as follows
where ( ) and ∫ ( ) Now , would be take modulus for both of sides with suppose that to obtain
is a constant. Normally we need to do some calculations for the integral mean of the positive harmonic real function ( ) in order to check the possibility of the solution existence and its finite.
Consequently, for all values of we obtain ∫ ∫ | ( )| . Now, by doing a short simplifications which including Brennan's conjecture, we obtain ∬ | ( )| Finally, we conclude that ( ) ( )
Growing of Solution [8].
In fact, a growth of solution, it was and still an important objective for a researchers in this aspect and for along years. It's obvious that the growth of any solution belongs to given domain, it is controlled by a growing the coefficients of given equation, so there is a match between the solution and those certain coefficients of given equation.
Here, we shall concentrate in terms of the maximum modulus as a main tool to study the growth of solution especially for a harmonic solution which is a positive real part of holomorphic function
Theorem (2.2).
If ( ) is a solution of equation (2) 
The integral (1) over could be shrink over unit disk where and that means is defined conformally from onto unit disk we let to obtain
The integral (2) over with a short calculations we obtain
As a result we get
Theorem (2.3).
Let ( ) be a solution of equation (2) (6) which presents the largest value of the function ( ) ; along the edge of given domain as well as we shall divide the interval into parts between of , and as follows:
which represents the interior area of so that ( ) and both of them show the volume of the surface area that is why , one can define a relation ( ( ) ) such that ( where is a constant. Define such kind of function ( ) , for all , -. Hence, we already have ( ) for all , -…………………………(7) So when an inequality (7) satisfies the equality with taking the integral on the interval [ , ] then
Consequently,
Look at the left -hand side of the statement (8) which shows a growth estimate the solution of equation (2), that is ( ) . ∫ / depending on the volume of the surface area , that generated by coefficients ( )
The proof is complete.
Solution Behaviour with Meromorphic Coefficients. [3]
One can study the behaviour of solution which depending on the kind of given equation such (linear-nonlinear) or its coefficients. [2] We back here into a second order of complex non-linear differential equation (nonhomogenous ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ); where it's necessary to refer to the role of the coefficients ( ) ( )
; which possess the irregular singularity point at origin. As known in theory of meromorphic differential equations; one can define a special sector around a singularity point of meromorphic coefficient ( ) must be bounded by stokes ray, which presents through the argument of that takes arbitrary real values connected with solution to be in rather than in * + . Let ( ) be meromorphic function in and let the values which ( ) assumes in D lie in a domain (simply connected domain ) whose boundary has positive logarithmic energy ( ) is bounded, then ( ) is of bounded in by coefficients properties. Theorem (2.4) . If the coefficients of equation (2) (9) is a bounded.
Conclusions.
In this research paper, we concluded that : The harmonicity property of real part of the solution . ( ) / for a second order complex non-linear differential equation (2) had a role in : 1.
Determine the space which contains such kind of solution.
2.
Examine the growth of solution ( ) for given equation (2). 3.
Examine that the equation (2) must have a bounded solution ( ) if its coefficients already are bounded.
